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Career Progression:
CAG TRUCK CAPITAL
Account Executive/National Sales Representative	            2003- Present			 	                                                                                                  
♦Originate, build, negotiate, and close alternative commercial credit loans (tier C-E) for my base of independent and franchise dealers. 
♦Built a successful multi million dollar base through constant phone contact, marketing, and repeat business to develop a portfolio consisting of 150 active dealers. 
♦Interacted with multiple dealership personnel from alpha salespeople, finance managers, and corporate finance managers for multiple store financing on a daily basis.
♦Frequently surpassed required quota of 400,000.00 per month in gross contracts.
♦ Consistently in the top two for end of month performance for all of 2006 and 2007. 
¨ Knowledgeable in the use of T-values, comprehending Pay net reports and the practical use of the HP calculator.
♦Mastered the art of selling an intangible product to start –up businesses and difficult credit customers while maximizing profit margin through a rate and money down that reflected customer’s credit character.

Scheithauer Chevrolet, Quakertown, Pennsylvania
 Special Financing Manager                                                               2000-2003
♦Responsible for leading a special financing department that handled credit challenged customers. 
♦Exceeded monthly unit requirements (averaged 18 units) and gross profit margin objectives by over 35%.
♦ Secured the proper inventory to maximize profit and age requirements of units. 
♦Demonstrated monthly tactical selling skills (presentation, quoting, demonstration, and closing.) 

Lombard Metals Corporation, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
National Account Representative and Project Manager		 		      1995 - 2000
♦Purchased various secondary stainless steel grades, cold rolled coils, rebar, and general structural steel for inventory we carried as positional brokers.
♦Built profitable relationships with many mid-size manufacturers throughout the USA. 
♦Sold rebar, L-14 Rod, 410 stainless steel, and cold rolled coils which were all secondary purchases by me. 
♦Supervise and manage large loading crews throughout the country involving unions, insurance companies, and specialized equipment. 
♦Negotiate the price and cash terms with CEO’s of large manufacturing companies, purchasing agents, production managers, claim adjusters and salvage dealers from failed businesses. 

	Education: Temple University Philadelphia, PA Bachelor of Arts and Sciences 
* Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Power Point, and Microsoft Outlook fully trained. 
* Attended and completed various advanced negotiation courses offered through current and past employers via interactive computer participation as well as 3 day classes.









